JOB VACANCY PT TOKOPEDIA
POSITION

DESCRIPTION

RESPONSIBILITY

REQUIREMENT

Software
Engineer

As a software engineer, you will
bring solutions that change the
lives of millions of users.
Here at Tokopedia, you will work
with a small team and can switch
team or projects depending on
business needs.
We need people who are willing
to learn and always eager to
tackle exciting problems at huge
scale.

Responsibilities:
 Build a features, systems
 Solve technical problems
 Create scalable back-end

Requirements:
 Coding skills in C/C++,
Javascript
 Knowledge of Unix/Linux
environments
 Knowledge of XHTML, Perl, PHP
 Fresh graduate and last year
student may also apply.

Software
Engineer Mobile

We are searching for engineers
who are interested in building
products for mobile devices.

Responsibilities:
 Plan and build web-like
experience on various mobile
devices.
 Build scalable, reliable, and
maintainable mobile platform.
 Collaborate with design team
and product team.

Requirements:
 Bachelor’s degree in Computer
Science or related departments.
 Fresh graduate and last year
student may also apply.
 Proficient in XHTML, CSS, and
Javascript.
 Proficient in Perl / PHP.

Responsibilities:
 Ensure that the products
developed by the company

Requirements:
 Bachelor’s degree in Computer
Science, Information System, or

Quality
Assurance
Specialist






meet the quality standards and
requirements
Create documentations for the
developed products
Test the products on desktop
or mobile, with manual or
automated mathod
Set the estimaed processing
time and ensure thal all
product tests can be finished
on time









UI Engineer /
Frontend
Developer

Do you love to design websites in
a browser? Are CSS, HTML, and
JavaScript have become your
everyday main menu? If so, you
are the one we’re looking for. As
a Frontend Developer you’ll
having fun with mockups and
building interface using HTML,
CSS and JavaScript. Work
closely with teams of Designers,
Researchers, Engineers and
Product Managers throughout the
design process—from research,
creating user flows, sketching
wireframes, drawing mockups
and creating prototypes.

related departements
Fresh graduate and last year
student may also apply.
Have knowledge in programming
is a pluls
Have knowledge in automation
test (Selenium Test / Webdriver /
etc) is also a plus
High analyzing skill and attention
to details
Able to work individually and in
team, communicative
Want to learn and improve
yourself

Requirements:
 HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript
development experience.
 Fresh graduate and last year
student may also apply.
 Have passion to build product
with high-usability UI and UX.
 Creative and detail-oriented.
 Have good sense of art and
passionate in creating great
design concept.
 Communicative, have a sense of
humor, and able to work in team.

Banner Designer As a Banner Designer you'll be
having fun and exercising the
design aesthetics and creative
aspect of banners based on data
that provided by Internet
Marketing team.
You'll be responsible for building
the online ads campaign along
with the Internet Marketing team.

Requirements:










Search Engine
Optimization
Specialist

As an SEO Specialist, Google
and other search engines will be
your friends. Gaining the
maximum exposure in organic
search is the main goal why SEO
exists.
Every update that is released by
Google is a stepping stone for
SEO Specialists to expand and
upgrade their skill. What's more
beautiful than exposing those
SME (Small-Medium Enterprise)

Responsibilities:
 Implement and monitor the
effective SEO strategy.
 Optimize on-site and off-site
strategy from Tokopedia’s
SEO.

Awesome Photoshop,
illustrator, and Flash skill.
Understanding in
Actionscript2.0 or/and
Actionscript3.0 is a plus.
Have good sense of design
aesthetics.
Able to handle various
projects at once in short
notice.
Ability to work with corporate
brand design guidelines.
Great attention to details
Communicative, have a sense
of humor, and able to work in
team.

Requirements:
 Bachelor’s degree in Computer
Science, Information System, or
related departments. Fresh
graduate may apply.
 Always following the recent SEO
and SEM updates.
 Experience in advertising agency
is a plus.

in Indonesia in order to make
them grow even faster through
Tokopedia?
Join our team, and we will let you
explore the martial-art world of
SEO.
Data Analyst

As a road to be a data-driven
company, Tokopedia surely
needs data. We love data, and
we call ourselves as data-vores,
we turn data and turn them into
business decisions. We believe
that when it comes to strategy,
feelings do not work, but fact
works.
So, if you love data,
mathematics, and statistics, join
us! Let's learn together how to
have impact change through
analyzing data.
If you still think that statisticians
are not cool, we'll show you that
your p-value < alpha.

Responsibilities:
 Gather and compile data from
various sources in order to
observe the company's
performance and direct its
business advancement.
 Develop business campaign.
 Create the company, division,
and individual performance
indicator.

Requirement:
 Bachelor degree in Statistics,
Computer Science, Information
System, or related fields.
 Minimum 2 years of working
experience in similar position
(fresh graduate may also apply).
 Have a good knowledge of
warehouse data center.
 Have understanding in business
process and user requirement
management.
 Good analytical and conceptual
thinking skills, creative and
innovative.
 Comfortable with multi-tasking in
an aggressive, competitive,
environment, and working under
pressure.

INTERNSHIP
Are you looking for a place to apply the knowledge and skills you have learned at the university? Tokopedia is the right place! You
will also have the chance to learn a lot of new things and developing yourself. We are opening internship positions in Graphic
Designer, Web Developer, Marketing, and Content Editor. Join us and become the part of our awesome team in Tokopedia!
Software
Engineer Intern

Who says the working
environment is boring? By joining
as an Software Engineer Intern in
Tokopedia, you will not find a
boring working environment like
you thought before. You can
learn so many things and being
the part of a team that develops
awesome products for our users.
Tokopedia is the right place to
apply and improve your
knowledge and skills.

Responsibilities:
 Develop new features
according to roadmap.
 Monitor bug report and
execute bug fixing.
 Develop back-end for
operational efficiency.

Requirements:
 Proficient in HTML. CSS,
PHP/Perl, MySql/Postgree SQL.
 Passionate in building a product
that is useful for plenty of people.
 Up-to-date with web technology
news.
 Creative.
 Able to work on deadline

